Neuronal subtype specification in the vertebrate neural tube is one of the best-studied examples of embryonic pattern formation. Distinct neuronal subtypes are generated in a precise spatial order from progenitor cells according to their location along the anterior-posterior and dorsal-ventral axes. Underpinning this organization is a complex network of extrinsic and intrinsic factors. Secreted proteins, including Sonic Hedgehog (Shh) and BMP family members act in a graded fashion to organize the pattern of neurogenesis. This is a dynamic process in which increasing concentrations and durations of exposure to the signals generate neurons with distinct. Underpinning this process is a transcription network controlled by the patterning signals that plays an essential role in determining the graded response of cells. Thus the accurate patterning of the neural tube and the specification of neuronal subtypes at appropriate positions within the neural tube relies on the continuous processing and constant refinement of the cellular response to graded signaling inputs. A long-standing question in metazoan gene regulation is how remote enhancers communicate with their target promoters over long distances. Combining genome editing and quantitative live imaging we simultaneously visualize physical enhancer-promoter communication and transcription in Drosophila embryos. Enhancers regulating pair rule stripes of even-skipped (eve) expression activate transcription of a reporter gene over a distance of 150 kb. We show in individual cells that activation only occurs after the enhancer comes into close proximity with its regulatory target and that upon dissociation transcription ceases almost immediately. In particular, our fluorescent labeling scheme allows us to measure kinetic parameters (such as contact probability, dwell time, and dissociation constants) and to capture their functional consequences on transcription activity. We further observe distinct topological conformations of the eve locus, depending on the spatial identity of the activating stripe enhancer, and when we synthetically tune the genomic distance between the eve locus and the reporter gene, we gain insights into the enhancer-promoter search and the structure of the chromatin fiber using physical polymer modeling. In addition, activation of the distal reporter gene results in transcriptional competition at the endogenous eve locus, causing corresponding developmental defects. Overall, we demonstrate that sustained physical proximity and enhancer-promoter engagement are required for enhancer action, and we provide a path to probe chromatin topology and the implications of long-range regulation on cellular fates. There has been rapid progress in understanding how left-right (L-R) asymmetry develops during embryogenesis. L-R symmetry breaking in the mouse and other vertebrates, which takes place after the two other body axes are fixed, involves unidirectional fluid flow in the node or an equivalent region. Cilia, both motile and immotile, play centrals role in L-R symmetry breaking. Thus, motile cilia generate the uni-directional flow while immotile cilia sense the flow. In the mouse embryo, rotational movement of cilia in the node can generate leftward flow because rotational axis of cilia is posteriorly tilted. Despite recent progress, there remain several important questions. For example, it is unknown how node cilia are posteriorly tilted by interpreting preexisting information Also, it has remained unknown how the fluid flow works: the flow may transport an unknown determinant or it may be sensed as mechanical force. Circumstantial evidence seems to support the latter scenario, but direct evidence is not available. In my talk, I would like to discuss 1) the role of a graded distribution of Wnt5a activity along the anterior-posterior axis in positioning node cilia, 2) how node cilia can rotate, 3) how the flow is sensed by immotile cilia, and 4) readouts of flow-induced signal.
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